Firefox OS App Days
Bucharest
Schedule

• Presentations:
  – **David Bruant**: Firefox OS Apps and WebAPIs
  – **Alex Lakatos**: Make an app in 10 minutes
  – **Andrew Williamson**: The Marketplace
  – **Victor Porof**: Developer Tools & Firefox OS
  – **Florin Strugariu**: Testing Firefox OS with Marionette

• Lunch
• Hacking
• Demos
Firefox OS

• It’s built for the web
  – HTML5, JavaScript, CSS
• Build once, run everywhere
• WebAPI
  – The functionality you need
• Completely open development
The Devices
The Marketplace

marketplace.firefox.com

Available on multiple platforms
Firefox OS
Android
Desktop
Hacking

- It’s the web
- Firefox OS Simulator
- App Frameworks
- reps.mozilla.org/e/firefox-os-app-days-bucharest

Have Fun!